Western Washington University Club Sports Eligibility Criteria
Applies to ALL sport club participants

These player's eligibility rules override or are in addition to the specific organization bylaws.

It is the student's responsibility:
- To understand and meet ALL eligibility requirements
- To understand and sign the release form that permits Western Washington University to release academic and financial information to determine eligibility

Each player is required to meet the following criteria to be eligible:
1. Accepted in a regular matriculated degree program at Western Washington University
2. Obtain a minimum of cumulative and quarterly GPA of 2.0
3. Currently enrolled in attempt to complete at least 12 credits and maintain full-time (12 credits) status
4. Completed full-time (12 credits) for the previous quarter
5. On academic Good Standing
6. Paid all appropriate fees (tuition/mandatory fees) or good faith to resolve outstanding balances
7. Have medical insurance

Exception:
First term (quarter) students at WWU (freshmen or transfer)

Registration criteria for pending graduates must meet BOTH to be eligible with the above rules:
1. Taking at least the minimum coursework that is required to graduate
2. Submitted graduation application and is pending to graduate at the conclusion of the current quarter

Graduate Students are required to meet the following:
1. Admitted into a Graduate program at Western Washington University
2. Obtain a minimum of cumulative and quarterly GPA of 2.0
3. Currently enrolled in attempt to complete at least 8 credits and maintain full-time (8 credits) status
4. Completed full-time (8 credits) for the previous quarter
5. On academic Good Standing
6. Paid all appropriate fees (tuition/mandatory fees) or good faith to resolve outstanding balances
7. Have medical insurance

**If you do not meet these criteria at any time during the season, you will be ineligible to participate.
**If any information is falsely given, consequences may follow.